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Ban Non Rung School
(3rd – 5th July 2016)
The
Lionheart
Society
members, senior members and
volunteers once again performed a
community service activity in a
provincial
school
in
Nakhon
Ratchasima. This is the 6th year of
our very successful “Paws for a
Cause” project and we are very
pleased of the many significant
developments our assistance has
brought not only to the schools and
their students but also to the rural communities where they are located.
One of our major contributions was the construction of proper latrines. With
restricted maintenance and repairs budget, these schools have never actually
restored usable toilets for the students so having seen their very poor state, it was
necessary to build new ones. We donated the materials needed for the construction
and the parents and teachers all pitched in with labour in order to save on manpower
expenses. This was an important and practical way to teach the villagers to be more
self-reliant.
Another major activity which has proven to be very beneficial was the
introduction of a "lunch project". As it is common for children in poor villages to
consider school their second home so many rely on food taken at school as their
main meal every day. However, government-funded schools likewise have the same
problem; the annual allocated budget barely covers for the entire year’s food
appropriation for all the students. Understanding this urgency, we initiated a longterm initiative so children can have a constant supply of nutritious food source and at
the same time, teach them the value of self-reliance, sufficiency and
sustainability.
Any
remaining
surplus
can
be
then
sold,
generating additional income to the
school. Included in this program
were organic
vegetable farming
(lemon, banana, etc.), poultry, frog
and fish breeding and mushroom
culture. We closely monitored the
effectiven ess of this project and
took note of the advantages brought
about by this initiative.

Aside from this, the Lionheart Society
members and volunteers perform yearly
visits to these schools and spend a
meaningful day with the students through
teaching basic academics such as Maths
and English, Arts and Craft, sports as well
as presentation of other essential
contributions.
We have been supporting Ban
Non Rung School for the past five years.
Looking back at how the school was on our first visit, there were only 2 teachers and
a principal and there wasn’t even a proper fence or gate to enclose the area. The
rickety wooden structured school has students of various levels cramped in
dilapidated classrooms. Learning facilities were inadequate and the students did not
have enough food for their daily meals. But with the introduction of a lunch project,
the condition of the entire school and the students improved. In fact, they ran the
program with much success and actually received an achievement award from the
Ministry of Education for their province.
In addition to this, our donation of computers which were generously given by
kind-hearted individuals has been very useful and highly gratified and as these
items were desperately needed.
The Lionheart Society is truly grateful for the opportunity to have been a part of
Ban Non Rung School and their small community. As we cherish education and
understand the value of self-reliance, we hope that through our project, we have
given these children hope and encouragement to strive for a better and brighter
future. Our full support for Ban Non Rung School has come to an end in order for us
to focus on another school in need of help, however, we will still continue to follow
up and check on how the school is doing especially with regards to the programs we
have initiated and significant contributions we have made.

During this visit the following activities were carried out:








Presented scholarship funds to 5 deserving students who excelled
academically or performed well above others
Gave out learning materials and snacks to students
Donated teaching aids and sport equipment to teachers and sports
instructors
Taught basic academics (English and Maths), Arts and Crafts and Sports (age
and level appropriate)
Enjoyed lunch with the students
Followed up on the developments of all the support and
contributions we have provided the school including the refurbished computer
room and computers that were donated last year
Performed a “mini-concert” (some of our members sang and played musical
instruments) to express our love, care and appreciation of the bond formed
between the Lionheart Society and the students of Ban Nong Rung School for
the past 5 years

Baan Nong Mai Tai School
(3rd – 5th July 2016)
Ban Nong Mai Tai School has
been receiving continued support
from the Lionheart Society. For the
past four years, we have been able to
see and understand the children of
Baan Nong Mai Tai School’s way of
life. We were also able to identify the
main problem the school faced of
water shortage – both water for
drinking and for other purposes.
From this knowledge, we were able
to support and help the school
through installing a water system and new water tanks which enabled the school to
be supplied with sufficient water all-year-round.
Significant contributions and accomplishments have been achieved during this
period namely:




"Lunch Project" scheme
Construction of new latrines (completed 7 months ago)
Installation of new water tanks and water purifiers (as the previous ones were
very old, dirty and does not provide enough supply of clean potable water for
the students and teachers)

We have been closely monitoring the outcome of these contributions and have
regularly done follow ups on the development of all the support we have extended to
the school for the past years.
During this visit the following activities were carried out:




Scholarship funds to 5 deserving students who have excelled
academically or performed well above others
Sets of learning materials and snacks for the students
Teaching aids and sports equipment for the teachers and sports instructors

Baan Nong Kok School
(3rd – 5th July 2016)
Baan Nong Kok School is located
in Moo ti 2, Nong Bua Noi district at
Ampher Si Kiew Nakhon Ratchasima
province. This small school, built 40 years
ago, is managed by 4 teachers, who also
carry out extra jobs of being the
superintendent, voluntary teacher, nanny
and janitor. It is attended by 72 children
from K1to Y7 and 15 pre-school students,
resulting in one teacher having to take
responsibility for two year groups due to
the clear lack of teachers. Baan Nong
Kok School receives a very small amount
of funds from the government, which
contributes to the students’ lunch meals at 20 baht per head. The school is also
struggling financ ially, with great need of financial aid to support the students’
education effectively as the school receives funds in accordance to the number of
attending students, which is very small. The apparent lack of funds also results in
further issues, regarding teacher resources and toilets. The majority of the students
come from destitute families and lives with their grandparents as their parents find
labor in other provinces, which in turn leads to the poor relationship the students
have with their mothers and fathers.
During our visit to the school, we had the opportunity to carry out surveys and
interviews regarding the wants and needs of the school. We believe the school is in
need of a new, segregated toilet as the current ones, being 30 years of age, are
unhygienic and dilapidated. Other than that, the school also needs a weaving room
to house the two looms the school has. The Nong Kok area is very famous for their
immaculate weaving, with weaving skills being passed on from generation to
generation by their Thai-Yuan ancestors. We believe that by teaching the students to
weave, it would give them a skill which will be able to aid them in the future.
Therefore to conclude, we came to a
decision to fund for the dividing and
construction of new toilets for the school
for the upcoming year. Other minor
donations will include sports equipments,
learning materials and books to fill their
library. As for the weaving room, we will be
funding for this after next year. Since the
school seems in need of several major
parts of development, it is expected that
we will be helping it for a long period of
time.

Reflections
Atta (S10)
With the Lionheart Society, I was given the opportunity to visit three schools
namely Ban Non Rung, Ban Nong Mai Tai and Ban Nong Kok. There, we taught
them different subjects, gave donations and asked them what else they wanted to be
improved so we can aid them in doing so. We have been supporting the first two
schools for five years already and this trip has given us the chance to see how far
they have come. For example, the hygiene at school has vastly improved as the
school now has clean water which used to be their big dilemma before.
Having seen the living conditions of the children has definitely changed my
perspective on things and has made me even more grateful for the life I have.
Although simply teaching them Arts and Craft will not make a massive impact on
their lives, the fact that I was able to put a single smile to their faces, has brought a
smile to mine.

Bambi (S10)
Today, with the Lionheart Society I had the opportunity to visit Ban Non Rung
and Ban Nong Mai Tai, two provincial schools in the rural area of Pakchong. These
schools first started off as small schools extremely in need of help and unable to
provide their students with proper learning materials due to financial difficulties.
Almost five years have gone by and with the help of the Lionheart Society, we are
proud to say that these schools have improved greatly.
From the moment we handed the students the stationeries we brought for them,
I could see clearly how their eyes immediately sparkled with joy as they began
tearing into the packages, eager to find out what they received. Although it may be
hard to be able to understand what life might be like for these children, what I
experienced today enabled me to see through their perspective, of how the world is
tough on them.
Following the cheerful chatter and constant bursts of laughter that we heard
throughout the day, combined with massive amounts of love, we were able to make
an immense difference in these children’s lives.

Chawin (BPS Y10)
Following the mission statement “An act of kindness, no matter how small, is
never wasted”, we set out to three provincial schools. As part of the Paws for a
Cause project of the Lionheart Society, we travelled to Pakchong to provide support
to these schools. To be able to teach students of various ages puts your life into a
whole new perspective. It’s hard to imagine learning in their schools, let alone live
their lives. Above all, this was an opportunity to experience a different culture and
way of living and actually realize that these places are just two hours away from the
city. Sometimes, we do not understand what other people have been through unless
we experience it ourselves and there has never been a better opportunity that this
one. While teaching for a few hours may not change the course of their lives, but to
look into a child’s eyes and see them smile is invaluable.

Kaopod (C10)
The Lionheart Society has given me the opportunity to visit three schools in
order to teach students, entertain them and help improve their schools. The three
schools were Ban Non Rung, Ban Nong Mai Tai and Ban Nong Kok. The Lionheart
Society has been supporting Ban Non Rung and Ban Nong Mai Tai for the past five
years. To me, going back to these schools and being able to teach the children
again and see their smiles is something that really makes me happy.
After we donated educational materials and scholarship funds to students at
Ban Nong Mai Tai School, we went to the third school, Ban Nong Kok. We surveyed
the school and interviewed the students and teachers to know what they needed. At
the end of the day, I felt that I really made the children very happy and that made me
very happy, too.

M (N10)
I visited less fortunate schools in Pakchong with the Lionheart Society. We
taught the students and donated learning materials. The first school was called Ban
Non Rung and this is the fifth year and last year that the Lionheart Society will be
supporting as the school now is able to stand on its own.
The second school we visited was Ban Nong Mai Tai where we handed out
scholarship funds and stationaries to the students. I really enjoyed teaching the
students different subjects such as Maths and English. It really made me happy
when I saw the students smile and enjoy their time.
Furthermore, hearing how the teachers and students appreciate our help brings
me happiness. This has been an incredible experience and I hope to see them
again.

Prance (S10)
The Lionheart society and I had a great opportunity to visit three schools.
Starting off with Ban Non Rung School, we taught the children Arts and Craft which
we have been teaching for the past three years so we are now quite used to the
students and it was a pleasure to see their smiles once again. It was also wonderful
meeting the new children and getting to know them more. All of the students were
very friendly and we can see clearly that they were enjoying their time. These small
experiences have given me many unforgettable memories.
Next, we visited Ban Nong Mai Tai school where we also gave scholarship
funds and stationaries to the students. The toilets were much better compared to the
first time we visited them and now they also have clean water supply.
Lastly, we visited the third school, Ban Nong Kok which was a new
experience and will be our upcoming project. I will definitely be looking forward to
helping improve their school. To conclude, this was another great experience to see
life in another perspective. Seeing their smiles just made me speechless.

Pete (S11)
On the 4th of July, I and my colleagues of the Lionheart Society visited various
rural schools namely, Baan Non Rung, Baan Nong Mai Tai and Baan Nong Kok.
Though this was our 5th year of teaching and supporting Baan Non Rung School, it
was unfortunately our last as well. Nevertheless, we had allowed them to stand on
their own two feet and supported them as much as we could. As we approached the
school, we were actually taken aback by how developed and self-sufficient the
school had grown. The new water tanks which have been installed are now of great
use and the recently constructed toilets proved to be of great value in improving the
well-being of the students. During this visit we presented our donations and
performed various activities which included teaching Basic English, Maths and Art.
The faculty of the Baan Nong Mai Tai School was extremely appreciative of the
water tanks and toilets we had previously installed. Now that going to the bathroom
is a prerogative for all, the students and teachers are very pleased, as we are too by
the ever-improving quality of life at the school.
The 3rd school we visited is the Baan Nong Kok. This school presented us with
various new prospects which included several issues that were brought to our
attention such as lack of gender-specific toilets, paved roads, proper playground or
exercise area.
Without a doubt, this “Paws for a Cause” trip has put one’s life into a new
perspective upon discerning the lives these poor children lead. Once again following
our mission statement, “An act of kindness, no matter how small, is never wasted”.

Tabby (S11)
For the Lionheart Society trip this year, we revisited the two schools we have
been supporting, Ban Non Rung and Ban Nong Mai Tai. This is the fifth and last
time we will be supporting Ban Non Rung school. From this trip, I can see that the
facilities at Ban Nong Rung has greatly improved since the last time we visited, with
significant improvements made to the lavatories, now fitted with barriers dividing the
male from the female students and actual toilets. The students were incredibly kind
and caring and really inspired me how they remained strong despite their situation.
Ban Nong Mai Tai school also had great improvements made to their
lavatories, with additional steel doors installed to prevent outsiders from entering.
The children were very appreciative of the donations and scholarship funds we gave
out.
During our trip, we also visited a third school which we plan to help next year.
They have many issues such as lack of teachers and old toilets. We surveyed the
area and interviewed the teachers to know what they needed for improvements.
In conclusion, this trip has really been an eye opening for me and I hope that
we will be able to help them next year.

Paul (C12)
I felt that getting the opportunity to teach and do activities at Baan Non Rung and
Ban Nong Mai Tai really inspired me. I played fun games with the Y3 and Y4
children in order to improve their mental abilities. They enjoyed the activities and
were very engaged in our teaching. They specially requested us to do some drawing
workshops, even though I told them I wasn’t very good at Art, but we did anyway. It
was one of the best experiences I’ve ever had. The students were extremely
wonderful and they did their worksheets with the best of their abilities. After lunch,
Tabby and I delivered a mini concert singing popular Thai songs to them. Although
the songs we sang were not so familiar with them, they still enjoyed our
performance.
At the third school, we had the opportunity to talk to the Principal. She said that
they were hoping to have a special display area for the traditional sewing machines
they have. This is important for the local community so they can preserve and
maintain these traditions for other generations to come.

Prima (C12)
Today on the 4th of July, the Lionheart Society visited three schools, observing,
teaching and performing activities with the students. I had the opportunity to teach
Y2 and Y7 students at Ban Non Rung. For the younger students, we gave out
worksheets consisting of mazes and colouring exercises. We taught the older
students later in the afternoon and played Pictionary with them. They enjoyed the
games very much.
The second school we visited was Ban Nong Mai Tai. The students were very
excited to see us and we really enjoyed teaching them. I could tell that some of the
students were very shy and trying hard not to smile during the scholarship
presentation. After the ceremony, Pat (senior member) showed us the
improvements to the school and students brought about by the various donations
and contributions of the Lionheart Society.
During the time we spent observing the school, my excitement to continue
helping built up. I enjoyed asking the students what they needed and I was really
impressed to hear that many students wanted dictionaries. Nowadays, kids of their
age are less appreciative of the things they already have. This reminded me to look
back on how lucky I am to have the things I have.

Prodpran (K12)
It surely feels nostalgic to come to a realization that another Paws for a Cause
trip has ended. This has been me my most memorable trip of the academic year so
far as I was able to explore provincial schools around Thailand and experienced how
life would be like if we were in these children’s shoes.
To start off the day, we were greeted with a warm welcome by the students at
Baan Non Rung School where it felt like we were visiting our second home. It has
now been 5 years ever since the beginning of our Paws for a Cause project here and
so much has improved in terms of both the school’s infrastructure as well as the
educational standards. Chawin, M and I had the wonderful opportunity to build
bonds with the students through teaching Basic English along with fun drama games
like Charades. We were truly amused by how enthusiastic the children were
throughout the whole two morning periods. We were grateful that all the students
noted down the educational things we wrote on the white board and relayed back to
us what they have learnt. Not to mention the joyful faces whilst playing Englishrelated games with us. To bring an end to the visit at Baan Non Rung School, the
place was once again filled with laughter as our musicians Paul and Tabby held a
sing-a-long mini concert with the children. Within less than a minute, everyone was
already clapping their hands to the rhythm of the catchy music!
As we moved on to the second school, Baan Nong Mai Tai, we took a small
tour around the place in order to see the developments and improvements that have
been made throughout the years which we have given financial support to. New
brightly coloured toilets were built along with the schools introduction of the BBL
programme leading to better sanitation for both the students and teachers there at
the place. The fact that they really appreciate our efforts throughout the years was
very heart warming.
In order to create preparations for the upcoming years ahead in terms of the
Paws for a Cause project we travelled to a new school called Baan Nong Kok where
we surveyed the students and staff there to find what the school needed and the
improvements they would like to be
made.
I have to say that all of this wo
uld not have been possible without the
collective efforts of everyone as well
as others who helped organize our
transportation and accommodation.
And most importantly, all the Lionheart
members and alumni working together
as a team to fulfil our objectives
throughout the whole year couldn’t
have asked for a better team! Thank
you so much.

Tanut (C12)
The Lionheart Society has given me a great opportunity to open my eyes to the
world of learning that dwells outside of Bangkok. It was a bit of a culture shock to
see that there is a massive gap between us, students of international schools, and
poor students from the countryside. We are given the best of the best while those
who are less fortunate barely have what they need including basic sanitation facilities
and proper classrooms.
The teaching experience at the first school, Ban Non Rung was not very easy
as there were limited materials to use and only a ceiling fan to keep us cool. But
surprisingly, the children seem to be happy and content. The Y4 students were very
cheerful while the Y7 students were quieter.
The second school we visited, Ban Nong Mai Tai was almost identical to the
first. Now they have proper toilets and working water dispensers. This was one of
the issues they struggled with in the past as their toilets were very old and water
tanks were rusty and dirty. With the support of the Lionheart Society, their needs
were met and now the students are very happy.
The third school, Ban Nong Kok has the least proper learning facilities. Their
water tanks are very old and the space to brush their teeth after meals is cramped.
After these visits, I became more inspired to work with the Lionheart Society
to continue helping those in need no matter how big or small the deed.

Toon (S12)
As a member of the Lionheart Society, this first trip to visit rural schools in the
Northeast was definitely an eye-opening experience for me. It was interesting to be
able to see how our efforts have actually helped these poor communities.
We started off by visiting Ban Non Rung School which we have been supporting
for the last five years. With the Y2 class, we handed out worksheets of maze to get
them started, followed by a simple numerical puzzle and coloring exercises. For the
Y7 class, we taught them sets of vocabulary in English and tested them by playing
Pictionary. From these activities, I can feel how much they appreciate all the small
things including our efforts. I was impressed that many students wanted to be close
to me and even asked to have photos taken with me. Before we left, we presented
scholarship funds to the students.
At Ban Nong Mai Tai School, we checked on the development of our donations.
This included water tanks, water dispensers, construction materials for toilets, BBL
system paints for the toilets and materials for the fence. It touched my heart to find
out how these things have improved the students’ lives and inspired others.
Lastly, we visited a new school which we intend to support next. I immediately
noticed the present condition of the school and the facilities they lack. We
interviewed several students and teachers for their wants and needs and surveyed
the school area. It was sentimental to see that they had to live with such limited
learning resources. This certainly made me look back on my own life and taught me
to be more grateful for what I have. Nonetheless, I look forward to support this
school and hope to see smiles on their faces.

